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Abstract – We propose a new Hole-filling algorithm by improving the Olympic operator, and we also apply it to generate the volume in our freehand 3D ultrasound reconstruction of the spine. First, the ultrasound frames and position information are compounded into a 3D volume using the Bin-filling method. Then, the Hole-filling method is used to repair gaps in the volume. The conventional Olympic operator defines the empty voxels by sorting the neighboring voxels, removing the n\% of the upper and lower values, and averaging them to attain the value to fill the empty voxels. The empty voxel estimation can be improved by thresholding the range width of its neighboring voxels and adjusting it to the average values. The method is tested on a hole-manipulated volume derived from a cropped 3D ultrasound volume of a part of the spine. Our MAE calculation on the proposed technique shows improved result compared to all tested existing methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of three-dimensional ultrasound (3DUS) imaging in clinical applications has contributed to more extensive information for medical diagnoses. Significant improvements in the generation of structural volumetric representation enable better visualization and more accurate measurement and analysis [1,2].

In the evaluation of the spine, ultrasound imaging has been proven to capture spinal features from the reflection of the ultrasound signal [3-5]. In the study of Suzuki [3], ultrasound is capable of outlining the spinous process and the laminae to measure axial rotation of the vertebrae. This method, however, only applies two-dimensional ultrasound scanned to the marked skin of the back. In fact, what can be seen in the ultrasound images is not the bony structure, but only the reflection of some parts of the bone surface as investigated by Brendel et al [4]. Purnama [5] has shown that the ultrasound signal reflects to the processi transversi and proved that such imaging system is an appropriate system to determine the shape of the human spine. However, imaging the spinal features using 3DUS still suffers from an inadequate sampling process and speckle noise problems that may obscure the visibility of the spinal features causing inaccuracy in the extraction of the acquired vertebral features.

Fig 1. Relevant features such as spinous process, laminae, and superior articular processes are seen from the 2DUS frame of the thoracic spine

Fig. 1 illustrates one 2DUS frame from a thoracic vertebra taken in axial plane using a linear probe with the frequency of 10 MHz, multiple focusing range of 3.5 to 5 cm, and imaging depth of 7 cm. From this example, the surface of the spinous process appears prominent as borderline between soft tissue structures. A dark shadow appears after the spinous process. Other features such as laminae, transverse processes, superior articular processes, ribs, and even pleura are also visible as reflected surfaces depending on the probe direction to certain locations of the vertebrae and their surrounding.

The primary procedure in obtaining a 3DUS volume out of these 2DUS frames consists of a two-step process, acquisition of the ultrasound frame and position information, and reconstruction of the 3D volume [2]. The acquisition process grabs echo data based on the sweeping transducer arrays (an ultrasound probe) and information of a position-tracking system which determines the position of a sensor mounted on the ultrasound probe. Since the spine has an elongated area of scanning and slanted parts in the thoracic and lumbar region, a flexible and large field of view (FOV) 3DUS system is preferred to image the entire volume of the spine in any direction and movement [1,5,6]. Advantage of this system is a large adaptability for the probe movement in recording the position and orientation for 3D reconstruction with less distortions and errors.
The reconstruction process positions the acquired 2DUS frames into the 3DUS volume based on the correlated relative positions. This process is complicated and lengthy depending on how the 2D frames are acquired and whether the position of each frame is determined from an integrated positional sensing device or from an external system. In general, the process can be simplified as follows. First, every acquired pixel in the 2DUS frame is extracted and scaled. Then, these pixels are combined with any offset values from one of the acquired positional parameters producing calibrated pixel values. For every calibrated pixel value, rotation matrices taken from the acquired positional parameter are applied to obtain a proper orientation and position of the pixels in the 2DUS frame into the matched part of the 3D volume. In this stage, the voxel position is updated by the pixel value [7].

However, since the 3DUS volume is constructed from the 2D frames, variations in probe sweeping velocity and insufficient sampling rate could cause significant gaps and geometrical errors which obscure the 3D reconstruction process[1]. Various techniques have been proposed to obtain an optimal 3DUS reconstruction [2;8-16]. One of the most popular 3D reconstruction methods is Pixel Nearest Neighbour (PNN) [2;12;14;15]. The PNN algorithm is implemented in this study because of its simplicity and strength in resolving the computation time and quality of reconstruction [8].

In this paper, we propose as alternative an improved Hole-filling technique in the PNN algorithm based on an Olympic operation. To test its quality it is applied to reconstruct a freehand 3DUS scan of the spine and compared quantitatively with several existing methods [5];[12] using MAE (Mean Absolute Error).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the applied process of 3DUS imaging of the spine, ranging from the acquisition process to the reconstruction step to obtain the 3DUS volume. At the end of this section, we present the proposed improved Olympic Hole-filling method. In Section 3, we demonstrate our preliminary results of the proposed method and a comparison to the existing Hole-filling methods to see the effectiveness of the technique. In this section, we also have a discussion to analyze the proposed method and the results. Conclusions are given in Section 4 of this paper.

II. METHODS

2.1. 3DUS Acquisition of the spine

The freehand 3DUS acquisition system requires synchronized position information on each captured 2DUS frame. In this study, a series of 2DUS frames were acquired using the GE Logiq 9 ultrasound scanner (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK) with a high resolution multi-frequency 2D probe (linear matrix array 10L with a frequency range of 6.3-10 MHz) allowing for a spatial resolution of 0.1-0.5 mm. We performed a B-mode scan with the frequency of 10 MHz using an SMP (Small Parts) ultrasound application with Musculoskeletal (MSK) exam study. The imaging depth was set at 7 cm with 3.5-5 cm of multiple focusing in a virtual convex feature to widen the FOV. According to the manufacturer, these settings are optimal for scanning the spinal features with this equipment.

The system is equipped with an electromagnetic position tracking system pcBIRD (Ascension Tech Corp, Burlington, VT, USA) supported with 3D FreeScan (Echotech 3D Imaging Systems GmbH, Germany). The electromagnetic position tracking system has a static position accuracy of 0.07° (1.8 mm) RMS and orientation accuracy of 0.5° RMS. It records spatial information for each captured 2D frames using a miniature magnetic field sensor within a transmitted pulsed magnetic field. In our study, the transmitter was located close to the subject with a maximum area range of 50 cm from the transmitter. The sensor was attached to the ultrasound probe bracket. The sensor contained 3 orthogonal coils to determine the magnetic field strength in 6 degree of freedom. The position and angulation in 3D space of the probe was determined by measuring the strength of the three components of the local magnetic field.

A healthy volunteer was positioned in prone position and the back of the volunteer was scanned in one column along the thoracolumbar area as seen in Fig. 2. A vacuum cushion system was applied in the frontal part of the body to fixate the position during scanning in lying down position on a bed. To avoid any misalignment due to physical movement of the subject, the subject was asked to hold the breath at full inspiration during scanning. The scanning of the spine was performed in superior-inferior direction with the probe in axial plane. The probe sweeping was made as constant and dense as possible. This acquisition process resulted in sequential 2DUS frames with the synchronized position information from the position tracking system.

The imaging documentation of digital raw data in single 2D images with TIFF file format was collected using the existing general storage system. The associated positional information from the magnetic tracker recording, which consists of translation vector, rotation matrix, scaler value, and offset value in both acquisition and calibration modes, was used to calculate the transformation matrices. This transformation matrices are then utilized to obtain the voxel coordinates in the reconstructed 3D space and fill with the pixel coordinates in the 2DUS frame. It was located in the private extension tags of the each 2DUS frame file.

Fig 2. The setting of the 3DUS acquisition of the spine in prone position
2.2. 3DUS Reconstruction of the spine

After collecting the 2DUS frames and the position information, the next step was reconstructing them into a 3D volume. The basic algorithm consists of two stages, Bin-filling and Hole-filling.

A. Bin-filling

This stage functions to map the 2D ultrasound frames into a 3D volume data set based on their corresponding positional information. In the freehand 3DUS imaging, the mapping of the coordinate system from a 2D frame to a 3D volume is defined by

\[ u = Tw \]  

(1)

where \( u \) is the transformed coordinate system in 3D space by transformation matrix \( T \) on the coordinate system \( w \) of the 2DUS frame.

The transformation matrix is obtained from the position information, where the relationship between the pixel coordinates in the original 2D frame (\( P \)), magnetic position sensor receiver (R), transmitter (T) and the voxel coordinates of the reconstructed 3D volume (\( C \)) can be formulated as:

\[ x_c = T_{CT} T_{TR} T_{RP} x_p \]  

(2)

where \( x_c \) is the resulting voxel location in the reconstructed 3D volume \( C \), and \( x_p \) is a pixel location in the 2DUS frame. \( T_{RP} \) denotes a transformation through the probe calibration from the associated position information, the next step was reconstructing them into a 3D volume. The coordinate system used in this 3DUS reconstruction system is described in Fig. 3.

In the Bin-filling process, every pixel in the 2D frame is translated, rotated, and scaled based on the transformation of the acquired position information to obtain the corresponding voxel in the 3D volume. When the voxel in the 3D space has not been occupied by any pixels from the 2D frame, the voxel value is then filled with the pixel value from the acquired pixel. For each pixel in the acquired 2DUS frame, the algorithm calculates the new voxel coordinate for the 3DUS space based on the transformation matrices from the associated position information, and fills the new voxel coordinate with the correlated pixel value.

However, due to the nature of freehand imaging system, it is highly possible that one voxel coordinate is filled with more than one pixel value from several intersecting 2D frames taken in different directions. The challenge in this stage is solving a sampling problem in the determination of the final intensity of a voxel when pixels from several 2D frames occupy one voxel (known as spatial compounding). Previous studies [5;9;12;13;15;16] proposed on finding a minimum, maximum, median, most recent, average, or first value of the residing voxels. Nonetheless, defining the best approach depends on the application and the characteristic of the object.

B. Hole-filling

The Hole-filling process is accomplished when gaps occur in the voxel array due to inadequate sampling in the acquisition process. The aim of Hole-filling is to estimate the empty values based on its neighboring voxels. Only when the frames are taken densely close, Hole-filling may not be needed [9].

In the PNN method, a variety of approaches have been developed previously. McCann [11] and Nelson et al [12] have suggested to average the empty voxels with the values from the local neighbors. Hottier and Collet Billon [10] have proposed to interpolate between the two closest non-empty voxels in the transverse direction. In the study of Purnama [5] in imaging the human spine, the use of the Olympic operation has been introduced. This method defines the empty voxels by sorting the neighboring voxels, removing the \( n\% \) of the upper and lower values, and averaging them to attain the final value for the empty voxels. Taking \( n=20 \) has given the most optimal result [5].

The main problem in the Hole filling algorithm is finding an optimal interpolation method to fill the gaps between frames in 3D volume without missing any information of interest or introducing any new noise. Moreover, the methods for filling the gaps, at some stages, need to be adapted based on the application and the specification of the reconstructed object.

![Fig 3. Coordinate system in the 3DUS reconstruction using electromagnetic position tracking system. The coordinate systems applied in this system include the pixel coordinates of the 2DUS frame (P), magnetic position sensor receiver (R), transmitter (T), and the voxel coordinates of the reconstructed 3D volume (C)](image-url)
C. Improved Olympic Hole-filling method

A new Hole-filling technique to estimate the existing empty voxels, the improved Olympic operator, is proposed. The improvement is performed by employing the conventional Olympic operator, thresholding the range width of the remaining neighboring empty voxels using the average of the range width of all existing empty voxels in the volume, and adjusting the weighting value that corresponds between the average and range width values to obtain the estimated empty voxel. The algorithm of the improved Olympic Hole-filling is explained in the following lines.

First, the 26 neighboring voxels of the empty voxel with distance of \( r=1 \) voxel must be determined. This is obtained by taking connections from an empty voxel to all directions in the cubic neighborhood as illustrated in Fig. 4. By reason of ease of implementation, cubic neighborhood is applied to define the adjacent relationship. Then, the neighboring voxels are sorted and any empty voxel is removed if presents in the sorted neighboring voxels. When a set of the sorted neighboring voxels is free from empty voxels, \( n\% \) of the upper and lower values are removed. This removal is meant to obtain an average value which is closer to the estimated value by assuming that the estimated value tends to lie in the neighborhood of the mid-range instead of located in the outliers.

The conventional Olympic method took an average value to fill the empty voxel. However, in reality there must be variability that causes the values to lie not exactly in such average intensity. It follows that a thresholding method is used to improve the estimation result. In this regard, the average of the range width of the remaining sorted neighboring voxels in all existing empty voxels, \( \bar{R}_n \), with a factor of \( k \), is used as a threshold to classify the values. The range width value of each empty voxel, \( R_n \), which is calculated from the subtraction of the maximum and minimum values, is then compared to the thresholding value. The adjustment of the average and the range width values determine the approximated empty voxel values. The thresholding can be described as follows:

\[
x_x = \overline{R}_n - \frac{R_n}{p}, \quad \text{where} \quad \begin{cases} p = p_1, & R_n \leq k \overline{R}_n \\ p = p_2, & R_n > k \overline{R}_n \end{cases}
\]

where \( x_x \) is the estimated empty voxel, \( \overline{R}_n \) is the average of the remaining sorted neighboring voxels, \( R_n \) is the range width of the remaining sorted neighboring voxels, \( p \) is the value determined by the threshold value of \( k \overline{R}_n \), \( p_1 \) is the value of \( p \) if \( R_n \leq k \overline{R}_n \), and \( p_2 \) is the value of \( p \) if \( R_n > k \overline{R}_n \).

2.3. Testing the improved Olympic Hole-filling Method

We have implemented the proposed hole-filling algorithm in the 3DUS reconstruction described using Matlab 7.0.4. A set of 3DUS volume of the vertebra scanned with a very dense sweep and no hole was used to test the performance of the proposed method. The non-holed 3DUS volume was used to confirm the performance of the algorithm in filling the holes with the correct ones from the acquisition. The volume was cropped to 70×70×70 voxels by including two areas of interest, the vertebral surface and the soft tissue parts. The artificial holes were made in certain locations to mimic the original holes in the 3DUS reconstruction. The test was accomplished by taking 10% removal of the upper and lower parts of the sorted neighboring empty voxels, \( k = 0.8 \), \( p_1 = 20 \), and \( p_2 = 2.5 \).

The performance of the proposed Hole-filling method was measured by means of MAE. This method quantifies how close the estimated hole filled value is to the original value. To determine the quality of the proposed method, the proposed method was compared with the conventional Olympic [5], average [12], and maximum [12] method.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & DISCUSSION

In Fig. 5a-d, we demonstrate one slice of the cropped 3DUS volume as original non-holed and hole-manipulated, and the residue after using the proposed methods respectively. The residue is substraction between the hole-filled with the original non-holed slice. In this regard, all the images are inverted for ease of visual recognition reason. Table 1 presents the quantitative results for the MAE results of the estimated hole-filled volume of the tested methods with the original hole values from the acquisition.

![Fig 4. The 26 neighboring voxels of the empty voxel X with distance r=1](image)

![Fig 5. (a) Original non-holed slice, (b) Hole-manipulated slice, (c) Residue between the original and the hole-filled slices using the conventional Olympic method, and (d) the improved Olympic method](image)
In this study, a 3DUS reconstruction of the spine is performed in two main steps, the Bin-filling and the Hole-filling. In the Bin-filling, we apply a maximum value for residing a voxel occupied by more than one pixel since it was already investigated in the previous study [5] that the maximum pixel value generates the most optimal Bin-filling in our application.

In the Hole-filling, a modification of the conventional Olympic method is intended to improve the performance in filling the empty voxels in the 3DUS reconstruction of the spine. This algorithm estimates the empty voxel value, not only by taking the average value of the shrunk neighboring voxels with the cutback ratio of 10%, but also approximating the average to the actual value by adding a weighting value from the remaining range width values with a factor of \(1/p\) to the average value. A threshold of the average of the range width values in all empty voxels with a factor of \(k\) is used to classify the estimated empty voxel candidates based on the range width value. If the range width value is higher than the threshold, the estimated empty voxel is assumed to lie far from the average value. On the other hand, if the range width value is lower than the threshold, the estimated empty voxel is expected to locate closer to the average value.

In our proposed improved Olympic operator, we tested with 10% removal of the upper and lower values of the sorted neighboring empty voxels. We chose the ratio of 10% by considering that we merely applied only distance with neighboring empty voxels. We chose the ratio of 10% by considering that we merely applied only distance with neighboring empty voxels. We chose the ratio of 10% by considering that we merely applied only distance with neighboring empty voxels.

Furthermore, we have tested the 3DUS reconstruction by means of the improved Olympic Hole-filling method by varying several parameters and found that the thresholding factor of \(k = 0.8\) with the weighting value of \(p_1 = 20\), and \(p_2 = 2.5\) produce the lowest MAE result of 0.0069 compared to other values in this method.

In addition, a comparison of the MAE calculation on several Hole-filling methods (Improved Olympic, Conventional Olympic, Average, and Maximum) shows that the improved Olympic Hole-filling method gives the lowest MAE calculations. As a result, the proposed technique has the closest estimated hole-filled value to the eventual result. As shown in the residue slices in Fig. 5(c-d) and the MAE results, the improved Olympic appears a significant improvement compared to the Conventional Olympic and Maximum method and a slight improvement when compared to the average Hole-filling method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHODS</th>
<th>MAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improved Olympic</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Olympic</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an improvement of the Olympic hole-filling method in the 3DUS reconstruction of the spine. This algorithm shows a better empty voxel estimation among other tested methods.
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